Unscramble each sentence below and write it on the line. Then circle the simple subject in each sentence.

1. mother My sing loves to songs.

2. wagon's broken. The wheel is red.

3. lost. is black The stapler

4. brother in jumped the Melanie's pool.

7. gave a grandma My cookie. me
Simple Subjects

Unscramble each sentence below and write it on the line. Then circle the simple subject in each sentence.

1. mother My sing loves to songs.
   \(\text{My (mother) loves to sing songs.}\)

2. wagon's broken. The wheel is red.
   \(\text{The red wagon's (wheel) is broken.}\)

3. lost. is black The stapler
   \(\text{The black (stapler) is lost.}\) or \(\text{The lost (stapler) is black.}\)

4. brother in jumped the Melanie's pool.
   \(\text{Melanie's (brother) jumped in the pool.}\)

5. tail squirrel The nuts. the with bushy gathered
   \(\text{The (squirrel) with the bushy tail gathered nuts.}\)

6. went best California. My to friend
   \(\text{My best (friend) went to California.}\)

7. gave a grandma My cookie. me
   \(\text{My (grandma) gave me a cookie.}\)